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PAPGI

• Pan Asia Population Genomics Initiative

On the 15th of March 2011:
Pan Asia SNP consortium participants held 
a HUGO working summit session for the 
next stage PASNP project (PASNP 2.0).



Background of PASNP 2.0 
• PAPGI (Population Genomics Initiative) is a version 2.0 of PASNP initiative led 

by Ed Liu of GIS, Singapore.
• The previous PASNP consortium was benefited by strong bioinformatics 

researchers from China, India, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Thailand, and USA. 
• In addition, the combined strengths from Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines 

and Taiwan assured unprecedented access human biodiversity from many 
additional ethnicities which further enriched the project. 

• The second phase will receive assistance from Saudi Arabia. Tim Ravashi, a 
KAUST bioinformatist, expressed willingness to contribute both in data and 
number crunching. 

• Fahd Al-Mulla, a molecular pathologist will contribute data from Kuwait and 
United Arab Emirates as well as utilizing the Biodiscovery platform for 
analysis. 

• As happened in PASNP 1.0, PASNP 2.0 will be an interesting test-bed on how 
far science can go in merging diverse data, people, and cultures. 

• H3Africa (the African genome project, headed by Charles Rotimi



Philosophy of PAPGI ?

• PASNP 1.0 
• PGP (Personal Genome Project)
• OpenGenome
• $0 Genome
• Population genomics
• Your local national genomics projects

• Heterogeneous and mixed



The purpose of PAPGI

• To collect and analyze Asian genomic 
data 

• To understand the history of human 
migration, local adaptation, and genetic 
diversity associated with phenotypes 
and diseases 



Data Release Policy

• Pan Asian data will be made publically 
available to the worldwide scientific 
community for further studies on human 
evolution and medical applications with 
minimum restriction.



Challenge

• The challenge is how to synchronize
heterogeneous data production and 
analyses using a working genome 
handling protocol by diverse participants.



Technology

• Whole-genome sequencing
• Whole-exome sequencing, 
• Targeted genomic capture sequencing, 
• High density SNP/CNV chips will be used.

• Modular approach will be employed.



PAPGI Task force

• Task force is a group of people who 
contribute substantially to maintain and 
manage the web sites, FTP sites, 
conferences, meetings, and data analyses.

• Feel free to express and participate in:

– List your name at http://papgi.org web site.



Discussion Topics
• Action protocol

– Sampling, prep
– Data deposit
– Resolution

• Budget
– Sponsorship
– Grant

• Technology
– Platforms

• Policy
– Research procedure, ethics
– Task force
– Data release

• Analysis
– Computing resource



Principle/Approach/Strategy

• Modular sequencing and genotyping 
approach
– Whole genome  Exome  GenomeTyping

• Host-guest approach between research 
groups

• Each nation is responsible for funding 
and data generation (however, some 
groups can support others)


